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Whiplash is “a film that entertains as it interrogates-”1 Damien Chazelle’s 2014 film is a

highly controversial psychological drama that closely monitors the relationship between an

ambitious music student, Andrew Neiman (Miles Teller), and an abusive instructor, Terence

Fletcher (J.K. Simmons).2 While the majority of the film displays the deterioration of Andrew’s

mental and physical health at the hands of Fletcher’s harmful didactations, the plot takes a

dramatic turn in the final scene, where Andrew succeeds in taking over Fletcher’s control over a

performance using his jazz-drumming skills. In the moment that Fletcher witnesses Andrew’s

triumph, critic David Sims explains, “Fletcher clearly thinks Andrew's success is due to his

approach of teaching-as-psychological warfare.”3 The film concludes with what seems to be both

the protagonist and antagonist accomplishing their original goals, raising a concerning question

about whether or not Whiplash is endorsing the message that means are justifiable by ends.

Film critic Dominic Vaiana believes that Whiplash’s representation of the relationship

between suffering and achievement endorse the justification of means through ends. Andrew’s

achievement in the final scene serves as proof that Fletcher’s disturbing methods of mentorship

are effective. Based on Damien Chazelle’s input that Fletcher’s abusive behavior is taken to “a

level that [he does] not condone.”4 Based on this input, Vaiana believes that Fletcher’s character

is not meant to be taken literally as a statement on abusive mentors, but rather, figuratively as a

statement on the “cruelty and ridicule that all artists face in their creative pursuits.”5 To Vaiana,

the tragedy of unmet potential is greater than the tragedy of pushing someone to the point of

5 Dominic Vaiana, “'Whiplash' Is a Plea for You to Stop Being Soft,” Dominic Vaiana, April 24,
2017.

4 Tasha Robinson,  “Damien Chazelle on What Is and Isn't Ambiguous about Whiplash,” The
Dissolve, October 15, 2014.

3 David Sims, “The Uncomfortable Message in Whiplash's Dazzling Finale,” The Atlantic
(Atlantic Media Company, October 22, 2014).

2 Damien Chazelle, Whiplash (Universal pictures, 2015).

1 Stephanie Zacharek, “Whiplash Offers a Painful and Joyous Jazz Education,” The Village
Voice, May 11, 2017.



losing passion: “I’ve seen coaches hand out participation trophies and teachers change their

corrective ink from red to blue in order to navigate around kids’ feelings at the cost of their

potential.” The display of Andrew’s triumph in the final scene, therefore, rightfully endorsed that

greatness is achieved through suffering. To support this claim, Vaiana references jazz and film

critic Richard Brody’s explanation that the next genius would not need encouragement and

“would never be discouraged.”6

Ironically, Vaiana misconstrued the point of Brody’s words -  rather than not needing

encouragement because it would be inhibiting, he claims that someone who is truly passionate

would be unaffected by encouragement because they are self-critical.7 In fact, despite Andrew’s

moment of triumph in the final scene, Brody does not consider him to be a true artist because he

shows no passion for music aside from his obsession in proving himself to Fletcher. The concept

that Whiplash endorses of greatness as a result of suffering is null because Andrew’s

achievement never indicated greatness as an artist. Instead, Brody claims that the film promotes

the justification of abuse in the name of “petty mastery” as opposed to art.8

My interpretation of the final scene was that it did endorse greatness in the name of

suffering. The narrative of the aspirational deteriorating their own physical and mental health to

overcome their obstacle parallels with that of many sports films. In fact, Damien Chazelle

comments in his interview with The Dissolve that Whiplash “fits pretty squarely into the

sports-film genre.”9 I find it counterproductive to try to force extra training and use negative

reinforcement to try to coax greatness out of students or players of any sorts. The final scene

9 Robinson,  “Damien Chazelle on What Is and Isn't Ambiguous about Whiplash”
8 Richard Brody, “Getting Jazz Right in the Movies”
7 Richard Brody, “Getting Jazz Right in the Movies”
6 Richard Brody, “Getting Jazz Right in the Movies,” The New Yorker, October 13, 2014.



indicated, to me, that Andrew only achieved temporary success at the cost of nearly permanent

mental and physical suffering.

The fact that my interpretation of the final scene in comparison to Vaiana’s and Brody’s is

so different indicates to me that there must be a reason that we all ended up with separate

conclusions despite approaching the same content. I think a possible reason for our varied

interpretations reveals that our understanding of facts, or possibly, our systems of reality, do not

align with each other.

For example, I’ve learned to associate psychological warfare with the deterioration of the

mind, so when I witnessed Fletcher’s manipulation of Andrew, I immediately determined that

there would be a negative outcome. Vaiana, however, seemed to focus on the positive outcomes

of using psychological warfare as a method of bringing out a mentee’s true potential in his

review.

Vaiana references case studies internal and external to the film in support of this theory.

Externally, Vaiana references the life stories of inspiring athletes such as Kobe Bryant as proof of

the method’s success. Internally, he references the anecdote about Charlie Parker used by

Fletcher to justify his tactics. In this anecdote, Jo Jones supposedly throws a cymbal at Parker,

nearly decapitating him for how poorly he was playing. According to Vaiana’s logic, Parker

owed his development to the determination to “never be laughed at again.”10

Brody disproves the legitimacy of Fletcher’s anecdote, which Vaiana uses as a fact, by

referencing the original account of Charlie Parker’s experience found in a biography written by

Stanley Croucher. In the biography, Parker had been playing poorly in front of countless jazz

professionals, and Jo Jones, the “inventor of classic jazz drumming,” began tapping the bell

10 Vaiana, “'Whiplash' Is a Plea for You to Stop Being Soft”



corners to get Parker to stop.11 When this did not get Parker to stop, Jones took a cymbal and

dropped it on the ground. The noise it made startled Parker into cessation, likely resulting in a bit

of embarrassment for the 16 year old boy. Parker later goes on to perform a historic solo, and

Brody questions how much influence the incident actually had on improvement considering that

Parker had also been inspired by listening to “the solos of the Kansas City-based tenor

saxophonist Lester Young” at the time.12

To Brody, Parker was simply a prodigy because he had the innate passion and dedication

within him. His understanding of what it means to be a passionate artist conflicts with Vaiana’s

definition of greatness. Vaiana’s definition of greatness conflicts with my understanding of

mental health and self preservation. Understandably, our misalignment of facts resulted in our

varied interpretations of the film.

What, then, does this say about the dangers of the multiplicity of interpretations? While I

worry that the production of films such as Whiplash will reinforce or encourage dangerous

mindsets, Brody fears that such films will create a misrepresentation of artistry. Vaiana worries

that not enough films display the reality of greatness deriving from suffering. I believe that all of

our interpretations of the societal impact of Whiplash are possible outcomes of the film entering

the public sphere, but is that a good or bad thing? Does a multiplicity of interpretations produced

by films and media do more harm than good?

12 Richard Brody, “Getting Jazz Right in the Movies”
11 Richard Brody, “Getting Jazz Right in the Movies”
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